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Hillel
discusses
Jewish
feminism

1/1:1E22
Woman
in the
iron mask

By Carol Dillon
stair XX MCI
Even though men otit it tide bend we }men at the "Tor:ill Talk"
Thursday night at Iiillet lb /1.1S(.,
beet h genders got together to discuss women’s increasingly visible role in tl day’s .ie’tvAl wiety
April is Jewish Awareness
Month fin- members if San Jose
State. University’s Jewish comniemity with many events taking place. at
xtl
Ililki !louse.
.).s%
house
The
was named
after a liberrabbi,
al
whom college
students felt
represen t ed
if,,.., \
their views
than
more
the. conservative or orthodox
side of Judaism. 781embers will
take. part in activities throughout the month . ranging from a
dance party to listening to a slit’
vivor of the. Ilidocaust.
Kate. Lipari. from Santa
Clara L’Ilivers0% explained that
Thursday’s meeting would heels’fully lead to similar events
emphasizing women, in the
future.
"We’re trying to start a
Miriam group, which refers to
Moses’ sister. This group would
get involved doing community
service., learning how to coik
Jewish food Jind whatever
strikes the women’s interest,Lapan said.
Thursday’s group
the. writings of Jetvisli
Bin Greenberg, who eve’’ Ii’ about
Jewish lemeele,ell
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feel
religious rules might suppress
women, that \vas not the initial
intent. Rules were sopj,J.seil
protect vcomen. to keep them
from being ohjectified as
modern women :ire in bidet s
society
the
rxiiLlinyd that
Orthodox ritual of not having
women next to men while they
were praying \vas developed -ii
each pirson could give his orii
iii-;Menlo/I) lei der
.and not be distracted.
Lillian said there is an
fticreascsi pri.sence. i el yomen :it
religious services because child
retiring does not fully envelop
-.women :is it once ihuuf 101,1,1
Melanie An in cif Shir Iladash
lieliirm Synagogue agreed a ilk
this assessment.
"Women’s roles an. so (Idler
tint from veto., tug i, Aron said
’Even orthodox women ari. hay
:ing mort. input, although the
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By Margaret Bethel
surf Writer

Above: Incoming freshman Colleen Canning psyches herself up
for the Mascot tryouts Saturday in SPXE 89. Applicants had to entertart
and perform to the school’s fight song. Below:

e
lii ( lutes
Human Performance senior Tom Costa is helped with the Spartan
costume by mascot hopefuls, Colleen Canning and Margaret Bethel.
Costa has been going to SJSU football games for two years.

Warrior hopefuls
gird for tryouts
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Their trs.,,nt-

did not require a specific routine, except to get the crovd of
people trying out for the spirit
team excited. I )tiring entrance
music, followed by the SJSU
light ,;()I1g. I.11:441 and Canning
each hail a total of about one
in in tit J. Ii perf’orm el rout ine.
liccause there was only one
in:ISClit 11111Ii)rm, which includes
a toga, body armor, wrist bands,
shin gii.irds, a sword and a
plume. Costa and Canning took
turns between the spirit team
try.outs to compete for the ma,:
cot position
Rot ii prospect eve’ mascot s
said the weight of the phone,
which resembles an ancient
vkarrior helmet. was slightly
burdensome Ina could be main
taints throughout a football
game
"It’s all a learning experi
ence.- Costa said "I’m just
Spartan crazy"
the
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..rd cc axing
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and ening tot Si..irt,in spirit
both tipplii tints got
mini the crowd,
posititf
1111111. the’ cut
As the Spartan mascot, hi.
will be expected to learn tlie
tight -.mi... go .1 larg: r yr:iced id
about 5 Ism exciti.il at football
And
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A.s I epitomize the antithesis of a spirited individual,
when the assignment to try
out for the Spartan mascot
and write about it was floating
around the Daily, I laughed at
the poor sucker who would get
stuck with it. When I heard
the criteria for the mascot was
that you had to be at least 6
feet tall. I started ducking.
And when my (should have
been a used car salesman)
managing editor bribed me
into doing the story, I started
getting nervous.
Subjectively, my experience
of trying out for the Spartan
mascot was humiliating and
uncharacteristically gutsy for
a border-line prude like
myself; however I persevered
for the. cause.
Getting up early enough to
17 at school by 8 a.m. on a
Saturday was actually the
best part of my day. Not that
I’m an early bird, my day just
ght progriZssively worse.
Tom Costa and Colleen
Canning also tried out for the
Spartan mascot job, and they
were tough competition. Not
just because they wanted the
job, but because my ability to
inspire team spirit was about
as successful as it would be to
flap my arms and take flight.
In order to compete for the
position we each had to adorn
the uniform that included a
toga, body armor shaped like
a we’ll -defined chest for the
first and last time in my life it
appeared as though I had a
six-pack i and a plume, which
was like a 10-pound helmet
with big, blue bristles sticking
up, mohawk style. Costa put it
hest when ht. said he felt like.
Carmen Miranda.
After struggling int() the
uniform, which required looking at a picture of the previous
mascot several times to figure
(cut what went where., each of
us got to perform in front of
about 50 prospective cheerleaders (like the ones I wanted
to beat up in high school) to
see if we could get them excited.
Hello. Remember, I’m a border-line. prude. Yet, 1 persevered.
Something strange. happened about halfway through
the whole ordeal. I thought I
See Mimeo,. pagi 8

McConaughey, Howard
find way to San Jose
It

Actor Matthew McConaughey manuevers the Zamboni across the ice as fans yell, ’Lets go,
Ed!" at the San Jose Arena Thursday night .during filming of the Ron Howard film "EdTV-
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Th were filmed at the Arena during
Thin
ts garlic
As tile Sharks left for the locker room after the first
period, McConalighey took ewer the ice and the show,
driving Jaw of the. Zambonis as if he had stolen it. The
sell olit ef’0%.4’d . 17.-0431 jumped out of its seats. cheering
"Let’s gui, Ed’ IA.t’s go. Ed’.- as the actor cruised back
;Mel forth on top it the. ice. resurfacing machine. at a
seeminglx reckless
I hi. crowd’s delight. McConaugheyjjumped oft’ the
Titoism] during the. second intermission and started
chasing Sharkii., the. team’s fuzzy mascot Sharkie
islifed up slam-dunking the actor onto the ice. where
the wild wrestling continued until the. teams wanted
the 141. back for thy third period.
Even Sharks player Marco Sturm, who was sidelined cc it hi a wrist injury, had to smile at the spectacle.
"It’s bollix.- he said, as he watched the action from
the. tires.
EdTV, page N
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Parents must take
responsibility for
children’s actions

Winning lottery
wouldn’t be his
ticket to paradise

March
24,
childhood
in
On
Jonesboro, Ark.
took on a different
meaning. Armed with
three rifles and seven
guns, Mitchell Johnson,
13, and Andrew Golden,
11, opened fire on their
classmates and teachers. Within four minutes
four students and one
teacher died.
Unfortunately,
Arkansas law will not
keep the boys in jail for
tiff. Nor will they be given the death penalty.
If convicted of killing five and injuring ten,
thty are likely to be out ofjail by the age of 18.
State law dictates that children under the age
4714 cannot be tried as adults. Arkansas, like
most states, doesn’t have the facilities to hold
them past age 18 and therefore releases them
early.
!Leniency should not be a factor in this case.
The boys knew what they were doing.
Scapegoats such as video games, violence on
television and the times we live in fall short of
explaining these crimes. It’s wishy-washy legislation and wishy-washy parental responsibility.
- -According to Time magazine, Johnson
allegedly pulled a knife on a classmate and
issued a warning a day before the shooting:
"Tomorrow you will find out if you live (Jr die."
A family picture shows Golden, as a toddler,
holding a rifle. He was six when he received
his first shotgun. Classmates told of Golden’s
threats to "take over the sch(xil." All telltale
signs were ignored.
Could death penalty opponents and opponents of life sentencing for juveniles explain
to the parents of the three 12-year-old girls
and one 11 -year-old girl who were killed, why
Johnson and Golden deserve to live, while
their children will never see another day?
These boys knew about living and dying.
Johnson’s relatives knew that he longed to be
in a gang and was quoted as saying that he
would "kill anyone to be in a gang."
These children will not grow up to be functional adults. Johnson supposedly "found
God" at a revival last September. This profession of faith was as mechanical ail the direction he received from his parents.
Although I believe that tougher gun control
laws need to be enacted, the main responsibility falls on the people who brought these
children into the world. Keep the children in
prison for life, and criminally prosecute the
parents for child neglect.
These laws do exist, in some form or another, in 42 states. California’s Parental
Responsibility Act makes parents liable for
inadequate supervision and carries with it
penalties of up to a year in jail and a $2,500
fine. Arkansas’ maximum penalty is only
$250 and no jail time.
Parental responsibility must be addressed.
If someone brings a child into this world, he or
she must take responsibility for them until
the age of 21. No more senseless crimes.

am I happy. I
Bydodged the lottery
bu I let .
Just in case you happened to miss my picture’
em the nightly news,
along with all the other
faces of ticket buyers who
didn’t win, I thought I’d
make it dear that I never
really wanted to win in
the first place.
It would have ruined
my lift’.
Despite that knowledge, I couldn’t turn
down my step-father’s gift of one lottery ticket
last weekend which accounted for a dollar of
the. more. than $90 million raised by the
California Lottery last week.
At the time the jackpot was a mere $40 million, but as the. jackpot grew to just over $100
million I started to worry. What if by some. horrible. chance I were to win all this undeserved
money?
Money I didn’t work fiir, didn’t ec ern. didn’t
even beg my parents fen.. It would have been
fed. of charge and ethirt. That
given to
definitely spelled doom
kind of gift we Add
for me..
Knowing me, I would’ve opted for the one
lump sum of $67.6 million instead of the $2.5
million annual payment flit. 26 years.
Also knowing me, it wouldn’t have. been
long before all that money was gone..
First nil my to-do list would’ve been to get
the whole $67.6 million in cash, not put in my
newly opened Swiss bank account where it
could be stolen. I like. the. thought of having a
bulging wallet and this kind of money would
definitely make that possible.
go to downtown San Francisco and
Next .
get a fake. I.D.
Once. I obtain my I.D. it would be time to
party. That’s were the trnuble would start.
A drunk guy in San Frandsen. with all his
friends and a bulging wallet burning a lade in
his pocket is not a Sail. thing. I’d be buying
drinks for everyone and having plenty for
myself.
By the. end of the night I would probably be.
down to about $60 million. For most people
that would be plenty of money to retire on, but
not for me..
Id he set on spending until there was nothing left, which wouldn’t stop me from dropping
out of school.
By the end of my spending spree, in my estimation about three weeks later, I’d be broke,
uneducated, drunk and possibly dead
Sure, I’d have. all kinds of material things
like. airplanes, small islands and maybe a
theme park, but I wouldn’t have anything
I mportant, such as InippilICSS.
Ste, to say
glad I didn’t win wade’ be an
understatement. Congratulations are. also in
order for everyone else who didn’t win.
My condolences go out to the. big winners
hope you survive..
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Scientists may open new Pandora’s box
from the wonderful, wacky
News
world of science: A scientist in
New York has applied for a
patent on a method for making creatures
that are part human and part animal.
Stuart A. Newman I’m convinced
he’s related to Alfred E. is attempting
to ignite the debate on human embryo
engineering in the public arena by cornering the market on hybrid making.
He wants to develop a way to mix
human and animal embryo cells in such
a manner that they knot together into a
single embryo.
After a few days, the embryo would be.
transferred to a human or animal womb,
there to develop into a creature that he admits
would be a somewhat unpredictable cross between
the two species.
He said he has no intentions of using the technology, but only wishes to keep others from getting
into the half-human, half-animal game, which he
said he considers unethical and immoral.
And what a game that could be, folks.
I was surprised to learn that fOr the last 18
years, the U.S. Patent Office has been issuing
patents on living creatures 79 of them, in fact
such as genetically engineered mice, rats, birds,
fish, pigs, guinea pigs, sheep and abalone.
The patent office has also issued more. than
1,800 patents for genes and lines of cultured cells,
including human ones, that scientists believe may
have medical uses some day.
Some of those genetically engineered creature’s,
such as certain mice, have been created with
human cancer genes (Jr human immune-system
cells.
I guess that means Mighty Mouse is on the. way.
Although his idea has never been attempted, in
theory it could work, according to Newman.
It’s just the next logical or looney step in a
process that has already been successfully accomplished between different animals.
More than 10 years ago, scientists used embryo
mixing to create "geeps," which were part goat and
part sheep.
Even though it’s currently illegal to use fideral

funds to do research on human cloning,
there’s nothing stopping private fowlers
from getting into the act with their own
money.
They need nobody’s permission to
launch themselves into this brave e.)1
new world, even befbre any moral or
ethical issues can be discussed, such as
what rights these beings would have as
half-humans.
And don’t expect private. enterprise to
be any more responsible with a power
such as this. Private enterprise is driven
by profit, not altruism.
Remember the. scientists who developed nuclear power?
Knowledge of its devasting destructive. power
didn’t stop them from helping the military design
the bombs we. will forever fear.
Newman thinks we could successfully mix and
match monkeys and humans because they are.
even more closely related than goats and sheep.
He also thinks there is every reason to believe
the technique would work.
I can SUP it now.
Let’s assume we. could mix nude human
embryos with male. chimp embryos.
That would be. men + chimp = "mimps."
For the ladies we could mix female’ human
embryos with ffmale gorilla embryos.
Then we’d have women + gorillas =
That’s pronounced "war-illas." Notice I’ve madv
women of the. new species bigger than men this
time. Nice. idea, huh?
Now if mimps got together with worillas, unfortunately we’d have "wimps," so maybe we’re’ barking up the wrong creation tree, here.
I’m afraid "The Island of Dr. Moreau" would
have nothing on the. egotistical plots of human
Frankensteins run amuck.
In general, we. humans are pretty bad at predicting with any certainty how we will use. the.
"marvelous" technology we invent.
I don’t think this time will be. any different
!delis 41’11h111S iS the’ SpOrtall Dolly Opt,’
ller column (Ippon
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Jeremiah ()shaft is a Spartan Daily stall wrote,:

Peggy Flynn is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Construction of child care center lacks adequate planning for important facility
would like to congratulate the Associated
We
Students on meeting the needs of the student body by planning the construction of the new
child care center building.
The construction of this building would allow
the Frances Gulland Child Development Center to
handle almost 40 more children a day, including
infants and toddlers. It would make attending San
Jose State University easier for many parents.
However, we are concerned with the ongoing
lack of planning that seems to surround the construction of this building.
SJSU made a commitment in 1972 to build a
new child care facility, but it wasn’t until 1991
that the school was forced to seriously deal with
the issue when St. Paul’s, the church that provides
the current building for the day care center, asked
the school tel proceed with the plans for its own
building.

In 1991, the center was
tentatively scheduled to open
in 1995, but delays have
caused the opening date to be
pushed back until 2000.
In 1993, funding for construction and operation
of the center started when the. student body
passed an $8 student fee increase. The center currently has an estimated $1.2 million available.
A.S. President Jeffrey Batuhan said in a
Spartan Daily story last semester that,
"Financially, we look really healthy. Wet can open
this center and not owe anyone)."
This semester it turns out that the day caret
center isn’t financially healthy, hut more akin to
an abused child.
In a feasibility study perfOrmed for a permanent structure it was estimated that the construction cost alone would reach $2.8 million, and that
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’niversity of Alaska, a $10 million general revenue bond had tel be paid back with a 5.41 percent
interest rate.
While we do not know what the interest rate for
the child care. center beind wenild be, if the $2 million bond had to be paid back at the same rate as
it was a the Universit v tif Alaska, the bond would
cost the, school over $100.000 in interest in the
first year.
Until the school finishes the center, or incurs
any other expenditures with our money, we suggest that A.S. takes more time to plan ahead and
consider the. extranidos fees that might occur,
Wu understand that the intentions of the A.S.
was in the interest of the students it represents.
However, as the cliche gee’s, thee road tee heel] is
paved with good intentions, which is just where
the child care center is leading SeISU financially.
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does not include. iiperation
costs.
To compensate for the difference, the. school will have. to
take out a bond that may total
$2 million and will have to be paid off over the
much for not owing anyone.
next 1, years
Director of A.S. Alfonso De Alba said A.S. did
not take int() consideration fees for permits, utilities and land.
Why not?
Is it that unreasonable to expect the. school to
dinsider such a common fee as a building permit’?
We understand that it is common for buildings
to go over budget. but the. amount of money that
the’ center will recedve from the bond is more than
double that original estimation of $1.8 million.
The bond is also her from free money, either.
The money will have’ to be paid back. At the
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CAREER (’ENTER

Careers in El, ironmental
Studies Boni 2 1 p ti in the
StUd1.1It 1’111011, Im:11131111W 1{00111
FOr 1111111, it.foriioit loll. Call the
Career Itesiiiirce Center at 1401.41
924-6034.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Daily Mass In,i, 12 10 12.3r,
p it. tin corner of lOth and San
Carlos streets .arross hull dorms,
For more information, call (linily at
I40S. 93S.1610

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Pizza and discussion Book of
Judith 11.111 7 S 31i a is Daily
in on
Mass from 12 10 12 :45
corner tit 10th :mil San Carl,,
stieet, at
Boni dot is-,
For
11101,’ 1111o1111.01,11. till 1;11110, .It
938 1610
’
SciEsTotorit
l’Iluardi
Free tilin "I frientation- at 7:30
p in at NO E Rosemary St. For
noire information, call Ilene at
Ill 1;661

CHURCH 01, SCIENTOLOGY

Frei’ fit.,. Thu 1h11.11111, of
,t 7 30 tin. ,t 410 Cambridge
Ave Suite C. Palo Alto For IllOre
111fOrMill1011 call Joe FeshIsick at
(6501 1453.0602
1.11TERAL STUDIES SOCIETY

1995 him,’ studies graduates de-, )1,,1011
lite onion;
I
p ni
grafillat 1011 from 12
11i.I.Liltipi
in OW StUcient I’n lllll
Room II ring your lunch For inure
inforniation,
Amy DP11111103111 at

tiEALTII SCIF:NCE UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

(tisUsA)

Cteneral meeting with speaker.
111,11111
alumna Rehecc a Turner.
ire management from 1 - 2 111
p iii in the Ilealth Building. Room
10$

May

A0)412/43-0975

NURSES (71IRISTIAN FELL OWSHIP

"Braving for Dealing- Bible
study at 11 a.in in the Student
Union’s Nlontalvo litioni Fier mote
information, call Diane Stegiseii at
i411tti 279 6385
ART ANII
til11111.11t (111)11114., .%1 I Silo,.
from 10 a un - 4 p 111 III 11. Sit
Building/Industrial Simile- For
more information, call Blend:in at
i4081924 13:10

SCIllool. OF

HISTORY IFEPARTMENT AN!)

PIII

ALPHA TIIF:TA

tIlld h,
1’14 111;114.1A
Brentano id l’c Ilerkeley out
Medieval Ent opean ho -tots at 3 30
in In Wali1,1111...t 1.111r:IrS, Iii/0111
2117 For more information. call
Paid at Ins, :17

I.IIIIIART i/oN.A1 loNs & SALES UNIT
1,.g.,olg 1..ok
1.111 III a in
.t
in is the !lunar DM, unul SallK
I ill! 111 1Valibins.t Library. !intim
In, and Claik 1.11.1.11l labbv
cane Vet 11,1.. infer
in.ition eat) the Al ,1111-I111,
421
Ill’,
1).11.1,1111V.!
tI

1..1)1
will speak on high.tech marketing
fruit] 4 30 - 6 p m in the Student
I ’,11011S COtitallOall ROOM All students welcome Fiir 1110, information. call Mark Ripley at .1(1141 9905229
NURSES CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

"Playing for Ilisiling" Bible
-tin), :it 2 p ui in the Student
Nlontalvo Itimin For more
111:11 loll
Diane Stegineir at
.10,, 279 11385
NUTRITION & FOOD SCIENCE

l’errent hadv tat testing with
Isoelectrical unimilance from 12
p m in the Central Classroom
Itoom 103 For more
namanation. L1111.1111 Christensen
,t Ansi 924-3110.

2

. OF ART AND ItzsiGN
Student Galleries’ Art Shows
front III a ni - 4 p ut in the Art
Studies For
more inforMation. call Brendan at
,40,, 921-13:10. Tuesday night
lecture series with Mara Dolt
Skov. -Representing the
Image, of Loss in the
Nisi -rent rv Work 01 .11,1t1 Fautrierp ti. For more informafrom 5
tion. call Andy at )4081 924-432)4
Student Galleries’ Art Reception
from 6 iu III in the Art
Building/Industrial Studies For
more information. call Brendan at
.10, 924 1.1111
Su-

ther,
f 011,..
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MARKFTING CLUB

Nlarkeling manager from NEC

Quote for the Day
Lewis Law of Travel: The first piece of’ luggage out of the chute doesn’t
belong to anyone. Ever.
An
dmictor NIartin Scorsese will preside over
the .jtiry

Mandela stung
No Bard for Mark
- Mark Wahlberg
NFAV VI RK
knew, his ’units.
Following his acclaimed performance in
"Itoogie Nights," the ;niter who transformed
himself from rapper 1Marky Mark into ;1
bankable 1 lollywisid talent recently tried
comedy in "The Big !lit: Ile’s ready to tackle new kinds of rides too, with ()in. except inn.
"I want to stay away from) Shakespeare,"
Withlberg says in the Sunday Daily News.
stage ;is
Known for dropping his pants
rappor and ;is Calvin Klein underwear
model. \Valilberg revealed much more skin
in "Boogie Nights: the story ’’1 11 1980s porn
star. Ile’s far from ;ishamed.
"I have it. SO I use it: 1.1;ahlberg said of
his physique. "I think my body helped my
career lInly because there’s a lot inside,
there’s a lot upstairs"

Cannes jury picks
Actresses including
PARIS I Al’i
Sigourney Weaver, Winona ItyMer. Lena
ftlin and Chiara Mast roianni 51,1111(1’ part (if
the jury lineup ;it next month’s 5 1st Cannes
Film Festival, a newspaper reperted.
The 1 0-miimber jury also %vitt include
French rapper MC Solaar and director
Alain Cerneau, the Journal di. I/int:niche
reported.
Festival organizers, w II) formally
announce the jury and films on April 23, say
Amide:an
Association4

Medical miracles
start vkith FeSearCh

FREE PIZZA
Buy one pizza any size
& get one of
equal or lesser
value free.

SA);13, ,17 ’2 ’""

A Small, Medium
or Large
Pizza

1,1414,,

May

12
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onetime boxer’s combative inclinations got the better el him.
When he heard heavy buzzing, Mandela
said,
knew it would In better t.0 Stand
still, but he. fi.ared gi.tting stung and quickly reacluid for semi: bug spray.
"Then they launched :I counterattack." hi.
said. "I had to flee."

Ice Cube rapping
Rapperactor-direcNEW YORK ;API
ter Ice enbe wants to get back to what got
him there.
"What I love 15 Fap 1111151C: 111‘ says in the
May issue of The Source magazine. "It’s
what I’ve been doing since I was 14 years
old."
The fermi ir member of N.W.A has never
stepped rapping. despite a turn to acting
that includes app .:trances in such films ;is
"Boyz N the Hood,- "Higher Learning" and
"Anaconda.- Ile recently made his directorial debut with "The Players II lb."

Depression
is an
not a wc.al.ness.
TPFT DEPRESSION
littp

AV.W.f

Read the Spun

1,1pille we greatly appreciate
V V the Spartan Daily coverage of the "Britain Meets the
Bay" debate, there are several
problems with the article.
To begin with, the author
neglects to mention several
important details.
First of all, San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer was the moderator of the debate. The
debate was judged by Dr. Ken
Salter of the Communication
Studies Department. Judge
Jerry Nadler of the Santa
Clara Municipal Court and
Deberah Bringelson, executive
director of the Criminal Justice
Council of San Carlos.
Director of Forensics Genelle
Austin-Lett and the forensics
team jointly coordinated the
participation of these people.
Secondly, the debate was
broadcast live by KSJS, the
campus radio station. It was
sponsored by ATKearney and
hosted by the Silicon Valley
Forum of the Commonwealth

RA1ED *** BY nh
SAN losE MERctiltv NEWS!
I En #1 toi SAN josE
NEWS RE.sptk’s
vio 1!

PIZ
155W. San Fernando
(Corner of San Fernando& San Pedro)

Phone 283-9400

’911’

especially in front of a large
,
audience, with three video
cameras running and live feeds
On the radin.
Criticisms and attacks
under the guise of news do not .1
belong in the Spartan Daily.
Sarah C
h
occupational therapy
journalis
Alex Krame
communication studi
Jean Battiato)::
communication studies/
KSJS
Jim Zhang:,
political science
Aaron Fischer
mechanical engineering
Lisa Osborn.
credential program

America: look to Europe for drug solutions
The drug war in America has
been going on for so many
years, and it’s about time that
this country looks to countries
like Switzerland or the
Netherlands, where drug legalization programs have been
successful for many years.
I had the experience of
watching first hand eight years
ago) in Zurich, Switzerland, at
the heroin park where the
aildicts are administered their

"Ilip hop gives rile the freedom that
movies ;), ’WNW give me,- he said. With
movies you’ve got so many suits putting
their two cents in."
Still, don’t expect the rapper to retrace
his steps.
"I can’t go over ground I already tievered,"
he said. "And that’s what people want you to
do. they want another Amerikkka’s Most
Wanted: They want you do do another
record like ’Death Certificate: I can’t do
that. That’s not where my head’s at:

A ’hoot’ on road
!loath. & the
COLUMBIA. S.C. (API
Blowfish hope the third time is the charm.
The band’s debut album "Cracked Rear
View" sold a whopping 15 million albums,
while the follew-up "Fairweather Johnsim"
was far less impressive with 2 million sales.
Souin, tin:y.11 be heading back to the studio
to make No. :3.
The band featuring frontman Darius
Rucker, Mark Bryan, Dean Felber and Jim
Su nefidd has already taken some of its new
material on the rimd, playing shows in the
Northeast.
"It’s Id mil fantastic, man," Bryan said.
"There’s been liniments during the new
Mu ngs when the crowd is standing there
with their mouths wide open. They don’t
knew the songs yet but they hear our sound
and know it’s for real. You can tell from the
look on their faces that it’s like a new feeling."
!biotic has been working on the new
material since January, mostly holed up in
an abandoned nightclub called Rockafidlas
After a lineal benilit show this week, llootie
heads fin- Los Angeles to begin recording the
album tentatively slated fin- September

daily dosages.
Needles were handed out
and the addicts were treated as
dignified humans instead of
criminals.
Counseling was available
firsthand and addicts were well
behaved and orderly.
If America would adopt such
legalization measures, not only
will it save millions of dollars,
but also) thousands of lives.
Instead of channeling, funds

to buld more prisons and
employ more guards and
police, the money saved could
be generated into more primary projects like social reforms
and education.
If the present laws are ineffective, then it’s about time to
change them and learn from
our European counterparts.
Bernard Voon
sociology

Crime Watch
April 3
*Report taken for vehicle burglary
in South Garage.
*Multiple %loons report their %chicle. sere broken into sAhile parked
in West Garage.
April 4
*Report taken tor vehicle burglary
in West Garage
April 5
* Report taken tor minor hit-andrun eident in parking lot in front
ol Joe West Hall
Report taken tor mail then Joe
West Hall
April 7
Report ot theft oh cellular phone
tri,111 Spartan Comple
Rep,,it taken tor Nandalism to
parking gatage ,ontiol arm

* Report taken fur terrorist threats
against a university employee.
Report taken for forged permit in
parked vehicle in Lot 4.
April 8
*Reports taken for two forged permits in West Garage.
April 9
*Report taken for forged permit in
West Garage.
*Reports taken for stolen backpacks from Event Center locker
rooms.
Report taken tor Spartan Village
tenant physically struck by room- 1
mate.
.1
April 10
*Report taken for annoying phone
calls to an SJSU sorority.

UNIVERSITY
of OREGON
1998 SUMMER SESSION
JUNE 22-AUGUST 14
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Then Recycle

Club and San Jose State
University.
Gabrielle Nathanson, who
was listed as an organizer, is a
member of the Commonwealth
Club. This affiliation was not
included in the article.
In addition to omitting these
details, the article seemed to be
an evaluative commentary
rather than an unbiased news
article.
Ti) begin with, the author
states that the case presented
by the Americans in the first
round was "well structured
argument, jam packed with
facts and figures!’
He then attacked the British
team, saying that the team told
"bad joke after bad joke."
Furthermore, making
unfounded claims, such as
accusing Heidi Elverud as
being the reason the
Americans lost the second
round, is editorializing and
unfair.
Debate is not easy to do,

Short courses, workshops,
seminars, and institutes begin
throughout the summer. No
tormal admission. Telephone
registration begins May 4.

iiiTeleFile

save ruCi

11

$3.00 OFF
Fxpires

.1011ANNESB1’IV south Africa B I
lit lilt
bees attacked Nelson
!lustily
Mandela in the bathroom, repeatedly stinging the South African president.
Mandela. 79. said the bees were buzzing
outside his vacation home Saturday in
(iiinu, in the fiirmer Transkei tribal
land, and then some flew inside and
attacked, the Sunday Independent report
ed.
Mandela said he was stung "flair or five
times" (in the abdomen and "also in parts
that I can’t mention," the newspaper report -

Students criticize inadequate debate article,.

Catherine Barber
Jillian Basinger
Kara Bender
Rita Chandler
Lauree Gardner
Saralynn Garner
Amber Giannotti
Samineh Hosseinzadeh
Mandy Williams

e071qP.,477t47171012S 7187#.4 7r71,1767,
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1Vrite or call for your free
summer session bulletin:
1948 Summer Session
333 K Oregon Ilan
tregon
127’-) l’niversity
Eugene OR 147403 127O
1541114b 3475
1 18011) 324 2404

Where the world spends its summer
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Easter fills Jerusalem

Water Aerobics: minimize
injury while keeping cool
111.11 Sp11S11.

1

k%iln1

tikttt

.1 14111,

isi participants tired of
:ore how, troll impact exercise
such as landhaseil aerobics
and running. or whopist want a
tiev cress training tied. have
turned t., aquatic exercise
not Just for senior citiIt
zens anymore.
Although its been around for
in-..ithletes ri ii its discov,rini. the challenging siirkiiiit
’quail(’ exercise can provide,
while minimizing the risk of
in lilt’
\Vater at . ts as a giant cushiim. protecting your pont, and
muscles from %year and tear.
The water also acts as a resistance tool, giang viii all
fhb. workout.
If you think that land- hased
aerobics are more intense Ilan
aquatic exercise. think again
According ti the American
Exercise.
tilt
(’mu ncil
researchers at the Iniversity it
Toledo, Ohio, placed II competmales. one
itive athletes
female, iin a four-week program
of deepv;.iter running sessions
five to six days a week. Prior to
the program. the athletes were
tested during a simulated 5K
race tin a treadmill. \\lien measured in intensity. the. were
virtually identical. Additionally,
your heart beat, 20 p tiont
oiore blo,
hen Soii.n

titergeti. similar to the punipmg
capacit s (if :1 peak-fiertiirmance
athlete’s heart
\ipil it ic
exercise involves
exercise part icipants vorking
tot in a In.’ ,either intloor or
outdo. it- with or vcit limit aqua
or
equipment, iii either
nitilluis sater. It’s ver flexible.
hapants are encouragerl
to now, continuously. following
Pitt’ inst ructor’s cues either
from the ileck id the !mid or in
;ire no choreothe vvater.
graphed rirtillio-s and thi. itttiriic
is 11,1 scl 1,, a likncl licat

Many

like Ow tact

that

the.% can lie on the "ivriing

liii it’

participant,
;Ind ilro r,111.
1111.’ill

fill’

St’t 111t.111 .111114 1S

till’

W111)

pall lelp;Illt

feels as though lie or slip \vas
born is fit tVot lilt tttt.
ClibSt’S
1Valt’T

tii,iV

rl11111111p,

111C111(11’

(1(q.11-

111111yalley

/111(1

reS1,41111(1. CI114, ;11111 Slyr4011111
-11(ndli’S.- ;Ill iii is 111111 1’11111111CP

exercise. ’Flu, cliffs,
in arouttil the tinkles and
resist:oleo
\vrists. provide ext
tilt iw lift’
heavy-ilut.
allt1
strength P taming
ExercHuig in the pool provides volt is it 11 an immediate
Cur)1111;.! S1. n.11.111 ;111(1 provides
ymir.
it perfect
environment tor stretching.
Water training also i\ orks is ill’
ders fbi. your. courdimition and
pulhog your legs up
-.11-1,1.1111
keepinr,
1(1111111:

Incense, candle smoke
JERUSALEM (AP’
and it cacophony of pilgrims prayers filled the
tlerusalem church that marks the spot where
many believe -Jesus was resurrected, as Christians
around the world celebrated Easter Sunday.
Thousands of people crowded into the ancient
Church of the Holy Sepuk:her to hear Michel
Sithbah, the Latin patriarch of ,h-rusaleen, proclaim the Easter message.
With the church lit by hundreds of flickering
candles and the air sweetened by the smell of

1:wa

(41, your abdominal and back
muscles arr. being strengthened.
Although taking a class from
a fitness prcifessional is your
best bet, many aquatic exercise
and training equipment
art. availahle to consumers. It is
irt ant that before you begin
your aqua( ic ss.oricout, you vIeW
an instructional video first
This will prevent tinnec.pssar.\,
injury until will provide needed
in hint u it it itt
Now go make a splash!
tlways check with
*Note
your doctor lieb ire starting an
exercise program. especial b,- if
you have pre-existing medical
conditions.
Peggr Flrn n is a member ol
Fitness
Aerobics
and
Assottulton
:liner-Ow urn/ hos
been (III rretolnu.s instructor lom.
over serer! Vinci ’’bit lit Be Tied"
tuns el io Alorula SI’ll(I
Is lit lilt
i WV, ,(1" entli
Spartan flu t/\ ut 92! -32,(i.
Dnight ICrocl 11(111 29 or 1).1,
).-111,Y0, jun si,tverItt
riiml rit

Torah: Woman as spiritual guide
Continued from page 1
still cannot ht- rabbis. We are
judges. lawyi,rs. teachers, not
Just WIVI’S ;111111 mothers. S.151’ senior and Mild House
member Rutland Ruth, relies on
Aron tor guidance in many
areas.

Cross Country Ski
the other

behind

and alternate Do
the same movement with arms
Keep body sus
pended off the
bottom of the pool
Move backward and forward as many
times as possible A great werkout for
upper and lowor body

"All my lite I’ve had male rabbis until Rabbi Aron. She has
been a huge influence and is
exactly what you want in a spiritual leader She lets you think
things out for yourself. There
are many more opportunities for
women like. Aron, and we realize.

we can learn from both genders,"
Roth said.
Aron offered the -se words of
advice : "Don’t assume what you
learned in Sunday schiiol is the
whole story. College students
should seek out and study their
religion, whatever faith it is."

SZIIII111(11

/76:\A4I PUEBLA TAQUERIA
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235 E. JULIAN ST.

FOOD CENTER

S(.11. if

(Between 5th & 6th)

II(Mle111:1(1V.

292-3177

Authentic.
,lhquido K,

PANADERIA

GUERIA

It’ e II 141(Thil

HOME OF THE MOST AUTHENTIC
MEXICAN FOOD IN TOWN!

Getting Started With Aquatic Exercise
With head above
water extend one
leg in front of body,

incense, Sabbah declared: "Before the glorious
Tomb, together we proclaim our faith in the risen
Lord Jesus Christ."
In a week marking high points on the Christian,
Jewish and Muslim calendars, Sabah wished
believers in all faiths "ft -asks lull of joy and abundant life." He noted, however, that the Holy Land
was "tired from the absence of peace" and the
"siege and limitation of freedom" imposed by
Israelis on Palestinians.

Conte tiry ti
St IIIIp10

Cossack Kicks

Breast Stroke Arms

While suspended, use arms to
tread water to
stay
afloat
Extend legs out
to sides and
pull heels in
inner
toward
while
thighs.
bent at the knees Repeat this movement as quickly as you can Great
workout for inner thighs

Tuck feet and
underlegs
neath
body
Start exercise
arms
with
together out in
front of body
Open arms out
the
toward
sides of body, pushing water away
Keep fingers held close together.
Great workout for chest muscles

We use only the best quality, fresh
ingredients in all of our homemade
food items. We feature authentic
marinated and roasted meats,
homemade corn and flour tortillas,
fresh homemade salsa at our salsa
bar: Burritos, tortas, and tacos
available in Came Asada, Pastor,
Chicken, Carnitas, Chile Verde,
Lengua, Chorizo, Lomo & Cabeza.

tike some
home!

Offers good at Juhan St only

2

-1r

BURRITO &
DRINK
SPECIAL

FOR 1

Tacos

Bumtos
Tortas
Quesadillas

g -J

;,oupon
?,’ITIertcgvag’’
I coupon pe,
Wei

limbo, Otie’s

per
per

bUlbs

person

Exp,es 420 99
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DON’T WORRY, THE GRAD CENTER IS STILL OPEN!
Open during regular Bookstore hours till May 23rd
Bachelors

What’s Available:

Calendar Of Events
April 1

No Fooling! The Grad
Center opened at Spartan
Bookstore,

April 6-8

Grad Fair at Spartan
Bookstore, lower level.

April 17

Honors Convocation

May t

last day to order your
personalized stationery
items in time for
Commencement.

Announcements
Personalized
Generic
Thank You Notes
Personalized
Generic
Certificates of Appreciation
Personalized
Generic

Return Labels
Personalized
Note Cards
Generic
Etiquette Seals
Souvenir Announcement Covers
Diploma Frames
Speitti gladualbil par.1a(jes vval also be
available lo, pun base

Caps - Sold Only in black. One size fits all
Gowns - Chosen according to your height. Only available in
black and in two inch increments Lengths stall at 410" alld
go up to 7’0".
Tassels - Your tassel color is already determined arid
corresponds to the college of your conferred degree
See chart located at the bottom right ’tassels are worn on the
left side of the cap and are switched to the right side alter the
conferral of your degree, during the commencement
ceremony
Masters

Tassek

May 23

Commencement
Ceremony begins at 9:30
a.m. at Spartan Stadium,

Caps Sold only in black One size hits all.
Gowns - Chosen according to your height. Only available in
black and in two inch increments. Lengths start at 410" and
go up to 710.
Hoods - Your hood color is already determined and corresponds to the college of your conferred degree. See chart
below. The hood lining will represent Me colors of SJSU and
the velvet trim color will represent the college of your conferral of degree
Tassels - Alt master’s tassels are black

Special Note:
available throughout the entire semester by
the ArtCarved phone tattering system, (1-800-952-7002
An ArtCarved representative, Carol Kaczniarek will he in
Spartan Ihnikstore the week of April 20th Please stop by
anytime io pick-up a brochure and the ordering informants,’
Ask Carol about special sale prices

Class

lungs are

Cap

using

BROUGHT TO YOU BY SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

Honors Medallions
Undergraduates who are graduating with "Great Distinction" or
with "Distinction," may pick up a special Minors medallion at
the Graduation Center in Spartan Bookstore The medallion is
complimentary and may be worn during the ceremonies. A list
of students graduating with honors will be released by
Admissions and Records near the end of the semester

Also Note:
Commencement flowers will be present al the Slad111111 the day
of the ceremony They will have orchids and roses available
for purchase.

SpartanBookstore
A

Tassels
Masters
Humanities and the Arts
Education
Engineering
Applied Sciences and Arts
Business
Science
Social Work
Social Sciences

Division

San
Black
White
Light Blue
Orange
Olive
Royal
Gold
Citron
Ivory

N

JOSTENS

Jose

of

Spartan

444,

*AMC
/LW .4.w.,

Hotel De Anza

Jostens Academic
Regalia

Shops

State University

The Original Bella
Mia Restaurant

SJSU Alumni
Association

Hoods

All I (A611.2
ArtCarved College Jewelry

A Ivor.... Or

P11.1501.

Southwest
Airlines

MIA
MA
MBA
M1.5
MPA, MSW, MOP
MPH
MS

Brown
White
Royal
Yellow
Citron
Salmon
Gold

Grad Giveaway
Stop by the Grad Center at Spartan Bookstore starting April 1st for your chance to win tons of cool prizes! To qualify you need to he a Fall ’97 or Spring ’98 graduate No purchase necessary, one entry per person, please ’t he
winners will be chosen on April 30th and announced on May 1st Complete rules and regulations will be posted in Spartan Bookstore Prizes include round-trip airline tickets, dinner gift -certificates, hotel accommodations, and
much, much more Well see you there. Good luck!
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Spartans split with Aztecs
By Peggy Flynn
Stall Writer
After being swept at UNLV
and New Mexico last week, the
San Jose State University softball team managed a split
Friday.
The Spartans took the first
game of the doubleheader
against San Diego State
University 5-4 in 10 innings, but
lost the nightcap 6-4.
In the first game the
Spartans got the scoring started
in the second inning. Junior first
baseman Kara Kanney drove a
shot down the third base line
and pinch runner Ariana
Kechriot is brought the run
home on an Aztec error. Senior
Anita Connor and junior Maya
Garcia each scored runs, rallying the Spartans to a 3-0 lead.
The Aztecs, entering the
game with an 8-10 WAC mark,
came back and tied the game up
with a three -spot in third
inning.
In the bottom of the fourth,
Connor scored on a single from
freshman Alicia Johnson and
Aztec junior Kelley Santa Cruz
scored on a single by Keni
Rooney in the top of the filth.
And that was it until the 10th
inning.
After playing three extra
innings, Spartan out fielder
Michelle Morga scored the winby SINIT
ning run
on

an

prror

pitcher Sandra Durazo.
&NU won 5-4.
Spartan senior Corina Lilly
pitched her liairth win of the
season and said the team rallied
together fin- the win.
"It happened fast," Lilly said.
"We were vocal and loud and we
played hard."
In the second game the
Spartans were ready to go.
&NU second baseman Devyn
Whitcanack started things off
with a double, eventually scoring on a wild pitch by Durazo.
A run by Garcia in the second
ining put the Spartans up 2-0.
The Aztecs however battled
back with three runs in the third
inning in a repeat of the first
game.
The Aztecs then added two
runs in the fourth and a run in
the fifth.
Spartan pitcher Niki Zenger
relieved Jarrell and allowed only
one run on fi)ur hits. Zenger
entered the game with a 2.38
ERA in 17 appearances and a 97 record in 94 innings pitched.
The Spartans fiiught back by
scoring two runs in their half of
the sixth, but fell short of cinching the win and lost to the
Aztecs 6-4.
According to SJSU Head
Coach Connie Miner the team
made a few mental mistakes
and had decisions.
We batt led back," Miner said.
"But we shouldn’t have put ourselves in that position."

Pow. 5

Missed it by that much ...

The Spartans challenged the
Aztec lead in the bottom of the
seventh inning.
With the bases loaded, junior
catcher Jennifer Ellinger drove
a ball to left field which looked
like the hit the Spartans needed,
but it fell find. She eventually
struck out.
"We were a fraction of an inch
of winning with Jenn’s ball,"
Miner said. "We just didn’t follow through on the plate."
First season SDSU Head
Coach Kathy Van Wyk said that
the Aztecs have been struggling
with a weak offense all season.
"The first game was ugly and
was not typical of our defense,"
Van Wyk said. "Out of nine runs,
only one was earned."
Spartan catcher Jennifer
Ellinger said that both games
were strong.
"We were fired up," Ellinger
said."Lindsy (Jarrell) and I really fed off of each other. Some
dumb mistakes were made, but
we were strong as a team."
Ellinger, entered the game,
hitting .291 fir the season and
.324 in WAC games.
The Spartan WAC record is 412, with a 16-21 mark overall.
The Spartans will make-up a
doubleheader today at Stanfbrd.
They will also make up
another doubleheader with
California,
University
of
Berkeley at home on Wednesday.
Both doubleheaders start at 2
p.m.

Spartan =Shorts
Wornen’s golf
Georgina Simpson led the
Spartan charge at the Peg
Barnard CalifOrnia Collegiate
Tournament finishing with a 5over 151.
Her 76, 75 for the two-day
match was ging! enough for sixth
place in the 75-golfer, 13 -team
tournament.
SJS1’, which placed five
golfers in the top 20, finished in
second place 11 sluits behind

1’SC. The team shot a two-day
total of 612 312 on Saturday
and 300 on Sunday.
Molly Cooper posted a 79, 73
which put her one shot behind
Simpson. She finished tied ’Or
sev vitt h.
Jessica Krantz fired 77s both
days ;Ind finished tied lin. Ilth
with a 154.
Monica Stratton finished at
155 after rounds of 80 and 75.
She finished tied fir 16th.

Although not involved in
Molly
competition,
team
Greenblatt fired an 11 -over 157
(76, 81) to tie for 20th in individual play.
Cecilia Afzelius-Alm rounded
out the SNIT scoring with an 81
and 79 over the two-day tournament held at Stanford Golf’
Course,
compiled

Spartan Shorts
by Aaron Williams.

it (’re

Spartan golfer Jessica Krantz chips one on the 17th green that lust misses the cup at the Peg
Barnard California Collegiate Tournament played at the Stanford University Golf Course. University
of Southern California captured the team title after shooting 601 in the 36-hole, two-day tournament.
San Jose State University finished second at 612. followed by Oregon at 613. For more golf information check out Spartan Shorts to the left.

Opportunity is knocking..
Spartan Daily Employment Section

S11 PROGRAMMER
AN 0111-;11
UT. Scientific Instrument
company needs a C language
programmer. Prefer background
in Spectroscopy, Chemistry or
Physics. Please call
Deborah at (650) 259-3910
www.see-incorp.conn

Now Hiring!
Eimc
vOS

r

The Spartan Daily
will be featiaing a
special employment
advertising section
every Monday for the
duration of the semester.

What we require:
Friendly / outgoing personality
Enthusiasm for hard work
Professional appearance
Available on evenings,
weekends 8. holidays

CIMCMercado 20

PART TIME POSITIONS

3111 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95054

San Jose’s Regional Parks & Attractions are hiring at:

The following positions
are now available:

Call Today!

%44’’

The following positions are available
Usher, Concessionist, Box Office Cashier, Film Handler,
Maintenance, Cash Handler, Housekeeping
Pick up an application today!
Job Hotline: (408) 919-0282

Full time Part time

Administrative Assistants
Receptionists
Customer Service Reps
Data Entry Operators
General Office Clerks
Tellers

P

What we offer
Dynamic growth opportunities
Free movies and other privileges
Exciting work atmosphere
Flexible work hours
(Perfect for students)

We’ve got Great Jobs for You!
Temporary & Regular positions
available throughout the entire Bay Area

r(_.4.5015

/

Happy Hollow Park and Zoo
Almaden Lake Park
Lake Cunningham Park
Alum Rock Park

Family Camp
Prusch Farm Park
Kelley Park
v -

Western
STAFF SERVICES

Positions:
Cashier
Open Water Lifeguard
Food Service

Ride Operator
Camp Counselors
Facility Maintenance

Call 1 -800 -13E -A -TEMP or visit our website at www weststaff corn

Campbell

Sunnyvale

1875 S pascom Ave
Suite 2550
Campbell, CA 95008

1214 Apollo Way
Suite 404-1
Sunnyvale, CA 94068

(408) 371-7171

(408) 245-4850

Wages starting at

$ 7.00 per hour
,

,, I

I

Illt(Unid111,111
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rill

or HP il (408) ,t11 420b

COMMUNITY ORGANIZER

Fight
for better schools,
safer streets,
living wage jobs
and
social justice.
Training provided,
conversational Spanish
a plus

call 729-8860

SPORTS
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Clash snuffs Fire
F tamer SJSU star

C.J. Brown returns to
area as member of
new Chicago team
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San Jose Midfielder Victor Melia tries to play keep away from
Chicago Fire Midfielder Lubos Kubik in Saturday’s 1-0 Clash win.
game
Fire goidkeeper %itch Thornton was
t1111
1l..;1,141
our drawn out id the. goal box to
\k.1,(felon, dlash head coach defi.nd the lttlI As Thornton got
lirrin (prom And v.e :ilways closer, t’erritos jumped Up fin
he’ade’d it backthe. !MSS /111(1
have .,11r1o1h11-.1.fueled the %yards into the open goal ;IS his
The ii, ti
body’s momentum was moving
ootto.nso.
The. gain, s old goal cam,. forward.
o,
’flip goal was Cerritos’ first of
atter :o
tho Fire offense -tartod to the spas.m.
got hot ti The :;:o minute mark
"NIe. and the keeper miscomoarned his -1’1,1er ii municated on the goal,- said
lirinier.
tIi’ 1;:orno,- honor during this lirovn. a former San .Jose State
University soccer player from
..iith twoo crucial -.1o,
Vir-t. he Hocked a 1.-o k aril 1994 to 1997.
tar the
Ain’t. the goal, the. Clash
boillot 1,x N,,\\
redlit coddler ot ill., goal A defense took firm control of the
gaini :mil didn’t allow any Fire
tev. soooonol, 1.0,r. he -.lied a
throats in offense.
ti o ard it iii i I/V Fire nool
"Just as easily as confidence.
fielder loor.,..o. Salcoodo.
can go away. it can come back.-poodlx I ’1,-.11 to oriiard ’tomato! said Kramer. "That’s what hapCerra,- to boat the Fire obtotise polled today too lb,
r ,iool and -co oro tho
The Cl.,41’s next game will be
do7
into the April 18 against the I)allas
,111\
Burn The team’s next llorm.
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San Jose Clash Forward Jeff Baicher tries to advance the ball while two Chicago Fire players, one of
them former Spartan C.J. Brown, try to take the ball away.

Giants win a ’walk’ in O’Meara tames Tiger, Augusta to win first Masters
the park against Cards
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eiMeara ,-41;ticlied the Masters
Pith’ with :o 20 foot birdie putt ,on
the final hole and stole the show
freini the greatest mister of them
;ill
Jack Nicklaus - who
made a thrilling run at a seventh
green jacket.
O’Meara had played in 56
marior championships without
winning. hut when that streak
endoil Sunday at Augusta
National Golf Club he. thrust his
arm, defiantly into the air and
wrapped them around caddie
Ifiggenbothem.
Tin, birdie on No Pi marked
the only time O’Meara led during the hour days of play.
"I don’t think it’s sunk in yet,()’Mean’ said after his close
friend :ind defending chantpion
Tiger Woods put the. winner’s
green picket on him and gave
D’Aleara a log hug.

"I’ll treasure it fin- a lifinime. I
walked to the 17th tee thinking I
could still make two) birdies,O’Meara said.
That’s exactly what he did,
I itting a great inmn to 7 feet on
No. 17 and then making the 20foiner on the last hole to become
the first player since Arnold
Pahner in 1960 to win the
Masters by closing with two) consecutive birdies.
The tournament appeared
headed for a playoff when David
Duval, playing in the group On
front of O’Meara. missed a 20
tient birdie try on the final hole to
finish at 8-under-par 280.
Fred Couples and ()’Mearit
playing together
were also al
eight under, but Couples, who
drove. into the. filirway bunker
and then hit the greensi,lo
bunker, could only make. par :mot
also finished in second at 280

Couples and 1)tival both
played well enough to win but
were simply victims eif Nleara s
It,) putter.
Ile. averaged hare -is’ over 26
putts a round and with 105 had
the Ii.west in the tournament on
the tricky Augusta National
greens.
"I started three hack and I
shot a 67,- Duval said "lioggono
it, that ought too ho enough to win
here, but it
Th,. 70 posted hy Couples was
also good enough
except for
his wild ;telventeirt. through the
Into’- and water on No. 13, where
he made a oloadile bogey.
"I watched a very good round
of golf- Couples said about
l’EMeara "I played a good one
except for One. 111110.(.011ple’S
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General Medicine - Sports Medicine - Women’s Health
Contraception Counseling - Dermatology - Podiatry
Allergy - Physical Therapy - Nutridon Counseling
Immunisations- Travel Medicine - Pharmacy
Mental Health Counseling - Laboratory - Radiology
HIV/AIDS Testing IL Info - Condom Co-Op
Health Education Counseling - CPR Training- 4 More

PEACE CORPS embraces diversity.
Come learn how you can help us
represent the true face of America as
a Peace Corps Volunteer. We’re on a
path to sending 10,000 Volunteers
overseas in the year 2000, and we
want YOU to be one of them!

\ Lindarin & Siceiman Cue.ine
Bo \ I oik Inc. To Go
Lillis Ii and Dioncr
(*meting :Violable.

294-3303 OR 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

1.t

As thrilling ;Is the finish was.
58 -year-old Jack Nicklaus :ill but
stole the show.
Playing in his 411th N1asters,
he. made. four birdies in the first
sp ’V1’11
11141’S
and
wit hin
three strokes of the load with
nine. holes to play
-I hail to) try lo .elmot the low
t’St SC1111. I could ;aid I wont afinr
it,- Nicklaus said.

Student Health Center

se,

Tax not included

’211SE

WEDNESDAY, APRIL15
130-330 pm
Morris Dailey Auditorium
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How Is
Your
Health?

PEACE CORPS
Watch for
the Spartan Daily
Graduation Travel Section
on May 6.
r"

WatCh

helplessly, waiting It putt for his
par, as the 41-yeier-old I fMeara

rolled in the. winning putt.
"Once. it %vent in I fill like.
scooping up my coin, walking
into the tent and getting out of
there,- Couples said.
The birdie con No 18 gave
O’Meara a closing round 67 and
it 72 -hole total of 279 - nine.
strokes higher than the winning
score. by Woods last year.
The victory lox tOleara
meant that the. last 1,1 magor
championships havo, loi.1.11 W1111

.9 it

HEAL
CIIINTEA

5

j

Monk thawing, Corner of IRO 4 P.1.04.
releiollono. (405) 524-6120
Sri n,fl,r; Soon
Nears, OMR

Call (800)424-8580 or visit
www.peacecorps.gov for more info
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CLASSIFIEDS

f1,1inulay, April 1:1, 1998

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no clakh for products or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarentee *IOW. The
classified colunws of the Sandal
Daily consist of paid advertising
wid offerings Ni not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
looki ng for &optic. quality service
onented individual! Sign sales for
growing Co. in Commercial/Apts./
Home Builders. Sales Exp. Pref.
Must owe vehicle. Excellent Benefits.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408)778.7392

PRODUCTION PERSON needed
Full-Time/Part Time for a sign
company in Sunnyvale. Computer
knowledge a definite plus. Good
pay. Flexible hours. Friendly
Enyronment, Call 408-734-8920.
YOU GET US CUSTOMERS, we’ll
give you $5. Young telecommunications co. seeking self-starters
P/T. Call 1-888.485-2158.
WANTED: BAR STAFF*BIG UL’S
P/T, Flexible Fri & Sat, 5-11pm.
Fun atmosphere! Looking for
people with positive attitudes!
Call 408-295-7469.

DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for summer day camp San
Jose with emphasis on multicultural, environmental and sports
programs for girls. Weekdays.
SERVERS/flOSTESSES/BUSSERS June-Aug, salary + bnfts. Contact
Applications now being accepted Peg Chewers 40E1287- 4170e4, 25a
for energetic, friendly and hard
working people. Day and evening CLERICAL PERSON - PART TIME
shifts available. Apply in person 24, Microsoft, Excel & general office
M-F at The Old Spaghetti Factory. work, etc. For more info call Kevin
51. N. San Pedro, San Jose.
Crowley 408267-1665.
THE EMERGENCY HOUSING
CONSORTIUM is seeking applicants for Shelter Workers for its
new Reception Center. 16 to 40
hours per week. Various schedules.
87.00 to $8.00 per hour. Call
294.2100x222 or apply in person
at 2011 Little Orchard Street.
CUSTOMER SERVICE/Inside Sales
Advance your career, Join our Team!
Good growth oportunity. Will train
individual interested in outside
sales. Must have excellent organiational, communication skills.
Computer literate. 1-2 years expe.
rience preferred. Excellent Benefits.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Dnve #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408)778-7392
FRENCH & SPANISH Students;
FIRST AID/CPR CERT. STUDENTS
Language Camp seeks staff.
Napa Cnty Office of Education,
707253-3560,briand@napanetpet
CMUNK PAGING & CELLULAR
Seek full/part-time Sales Person.
Data Entry. Customer Service,
and Electronic Technicians,
Call 408-453-7243 or
Fax resume to 408-441-9988.
ENROLL PEOPLE in our Unlimited
Internet Access. $20/hr. Also a
great summer job. 423-8580.
WEEKEND FIELD MGR.
Weekend Sign Co. Perm. P.T.
Weekends. Train, evaluate P.T.
employees. Customer contact.
Hrs vary. Fnday pm Sunday pm.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392
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PSYCFELOGY MAJORS Employment
Opportunity. HOPE Rehabilitation
Services, a non-profit agency
serving adults with developmental
disabilities is seeking to hire staff
for pdrt time and full time positions at our Clove Drive site located in San Jose. Staff work with
clients in the classroom, vocational,
and community environments to
achieve individual goals This is a
good opportunity to get practical
experience in the field, and work
with a great group of clients and
staff. If you’re interested in learning more about working for HOPE,
call Valerie at 282 0460 or fax
your resume with a cover letter to
HOPE Rehabilitation Services
2820476. All majors welcome.
ATTN: BUS MAJORS. Adm. Asst.
wanted for fast paced firm. Skill in
microsoft word and excel a must.
Min 25 hrs per wk. No weekends.
408453 1600 ext 449.
SIGN PLACER
Looking for extra income?
Flex 19.T, Wknd hrs. Will place sign
routes in San Jose area. Need
reliable truck with insurance.
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Dnve #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408)778.7392
SWIM TEACHERS -WSI preferred
Spring/Summer, Full/Part Time
AM/PM positions available.
Apply at AVAC - 5400 Camden Av.
Si, or contact 408/267 4032.
Now Interviewing!!!! Call Today!!!
retail sales &
assistant managers
Work with the best human beans
and the best coffee beans. Our
South Bay stores are interviewing
for both retail sales & assistant
manager positions. Competitive
salary, on/off site training, medical,
dental, domestic partner cover
age, 4011ki. paid vacation & sick
time, discounts, and advanoement
opportunities. Apply at 798 1
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos,
2035 Camden Ave. in San Jose.
1330 El Paseo in San lose. 1140
L incoln Avenue in San Jose; or
Cer1(1 your resume & cover letter
to M McGraw, Peel’s Coffee &
Tea. P.0 Box 12509, Berkeley.
CA 94712 3509. We encourage
applications from people of all
ages, races & ethnic backgrounds.
PEET’S
COFFEE & TEA
hotline. 888 peets15
email: jobseipeets.com
VALET PARKING / CONCERT
STAFF - P/T and F/T positions
available. Flexible hours. Thurs
Sundays in Los Gatos & Saratoga
areas. Must be Neat. Professional,
& dependable. Customer service
experience preferred. Earn up to
$12.00/14r. (hourly tips) Call
1 800.825-3871. MF.
POSTING FLYERS ON CAMPUSES
$10/hr Minimum 20 hrs/wk.
1 800 696 5728
SUMMER CAMP JOBE Counselor
and Smoak% positions for horsebark
riding, al. performance art. Env. Ed.
backpacking. garnastrs & archery at
two res. +dent gins cards in the Santa
Cruz Mtns and a day camp in San
Jose. UlegJanis, food same, made
rianoe. and health staff also needed.
Are Atk; sally brEts. Contact Peg
Demers 14081287-4170, 64.258.
CHILDCME OPENING/kids Cornet
Need a job with a positive work
ing environment? Join the YMCA’
P/T, mornings or afternoons.
Wortung with infants & oilier children.
Contact Debi 228.9622 x26. E0E.

GROCERY
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS is
accepting applications for parttime employment in the San Jose
& kelpitas area. We hwe immediate
openings for meat clerks, courtesy
clerks (baggers) and bakery/deli
clerks. Experience in a retail
environment is a plus. We are
seeking friendly, customer service
oriented individuals. *Please see
store director at 3251 So. White
Road, San Jose or at 215W.
Calaveras. Milpitas. *Save Mart
Supermarkets is an equal opportunity employer. Wed:, pre-employment drugtesting
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE Technician
Two positions available. Starting
$8.00 per hour. Work Study Only.
Contact the Student Union Director’s
Office. 9am 5pm. 924-6310.
RECEPTIONIST/SECRETARY for
Periodontics office. Bi-lingual req.
Fluent in English/Vietnamese. No
experience req. PT to FT. Salary
neg Fax resume to 408.929-9063
or leave message for Vincent at
1-800.525.5857 ext. 6009.

TUMBUNG/MVINT ED TEACHERS
Need a job with a positive working
environment? Join the YMCA! P/T
afternoons. Teaching 6-11 yr olds,
Contact Debi 226-9622x26. EOE

PART-T1ME HELP NEEDED
Position available in Sunnyvale
Optometry office. Nall train. Great
Opportunity! 408/739-3588.

YMCA OF Santa Clara Valley now
hiring for summer camp staff & bus
drivers. We offer Day Camps, Travel
Camps, Speciality Camps, Sports
Camps & much moe!!! Call the
YMCA rear you for more information.
Central (San Jose) 408-298-1717,
Northwest (Cupertino) 408-257-7160,
Southwest (Saratoga) 408-370-1877,
ECE STUDENTS: Join the teaching South Valley (So. SJ) 4082269622.
team at our NAEYC accredited,
corporate-sponsored, work-site child PART-TIME WORKER wanted for
care center at Good Sam Hospital! a tableware store inside of Yaohan
Flexible schedules to work around Plaza (Saratoga & Moorpark).
your class & study needs. ECE units Japanese speaker preferred. Call
& experience required. FAX resume 408-253-8185 for details.
408-559-2619 or call 408-559-2453.
CANP TAKAJO FOR BOYS, on Long
Lake, Naples, Maine. Noted for
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
P/T - Elementary Schools.
picturesque location, exceptional
Degree or Oedenti al NOT Required. facilities, & outstanding programs.
Opportunity for Teachng Expenence. FREE TRAVEL. June 22-August 23.
Over 50 COUNSELOR positions in
Need Car.
Tennis Lacrosse Swimming
Voice Mail:1408)287-4170 ed. 408
Golf .Sailing Canoeing Scuba
EOE/AAE
Archery .Backpacking Video
*Vb.:di...oral; Radio & Bectronics
CENTER FOR AUTISM
Therapist position to work with Ceramics Fine Arts .Secretarial
Autistic Children. BA/MA by 6/98 Kitchen Staff. Call Mike Sherbun
in Psychology. Child Development, at 800-250-8252 for additional
MFCC. etc. Own transportation, information.
flexible hours, various locations.
40283-1112 a Fax 408-290.1_L13. MINATO JAPANESE RESTAURANT
now accepting applications for
servers. Fun Job! Please apply at
TEACHERS Fun, Exciting, Developmental? 617 N. 6th St. 998-9711.
We need you on our team.
SIGN FACRICATOR
PT or Sub. Benefits. 247-4510.
Looking for detailed individual
WAITRESS WANTED Lunch Shift with carpentry exp for our sign
Part-time. Knowledge of Japanese production shop. Quality oriented.
foods preferred. Good tips. 565 Energetic / good attitude. Good
North 6th St. SJ. 408/289-9508. DMV record. 30 Hrs + Benefits.
New Directions Sign Service
MALE BABYSITTER WANTED for 365 Woodview Drive #300
5 year old boy. 3 afternoons/wk. Morgan Hill, CA 95037
approx. 8 hrs/wk. Must have car, Fax: (4081778.7392
be patient & like children. $10/hr.
Call 408/379-4220,
GROOMERS ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
& kennel. PT. afternoons, Tues.A GREAT SUMMER JOB!
Campbell Recreation Day Camps Sat. Must be reliable, honest,
able to do physical work. Exp.
Hiring Now. Call 8662105
working w/dogs pref, but will
to receive info & application.
train. Great oppty for dog lover!
JAMBA JUICE in Santa Clara is $6.50 hr. FAX resume w/cover
looking for fun, energetic, mature letter to: 408-377-0109 or call
people with a sense of urgency. 371-9115.
Morning. afternoon & night shifts
SECURITY
available. Will work with school
Full and Part Time Positions
schedule. Competitive wages. Call
Karen or Den ON 408-450-7990 a
Graves. Swings and Weekends
Low key job sites
stop by the store @ 3119 Mission
Will train
College Blvd. @ the Santa Clara
Abcom Private Security
Mercado.
408-247-4827
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
$ TELESALES GOLF $
Thinking about a career working
$10 per hoarrinirnum +bonuses
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
Si State Location
now hiring for school -age child
5 hour shift 3prn.81am
Contact James 408-2954810
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos-& Milpitas.
Full &parttime positions available, TEACHERS AND AIDES wanted.
hours flexible around school. Fun Small World Schools has Partstaff teams, great experience Time and Full -Time. a.m. and
in working with elementary age p.m., permanent and summer
children, career advancement and positions available. Units in CD.
good training opportunities. ECE. Psych, Soc. or Rec required.
Teachers require minimum 6 units If you are interested in working
in ECE. Recreation, Psychology, with a high quality child care
Sociology and/a Physical Education. company call 408-379.3200s 21.
Please call Beth Profro at 408291-8894 for more information AIR FORCE ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
and locations.
PHYSICS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
CASHIERS & STOCKERS PT/FT
Flexible hours. 5 min from SJSU.
METEOROLOGY
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES.
Central Cash & Carry
Call Gene @975.2480, M/F 9-4. The Air Force is seeking qualified
technical specialists to assume
SPEAK FRENCH Work In Provence immediate responsibilities. As an
Help a family and their 12 year old Air Force professional you can
for 3-4 weeks in July. cooking, enjoy great pay and benefits with
cleaning, errands. Must be at 30 days of vacation with pay per
least 21. have drivers license, year and opportunities to advance.
swim & speak French confidently. If yourre the technical best, talk
to the Air Force at 800-423 USAF.
Call 1415471-2537.
SUMMER JOBS
For Teachers 8, Aides
Palo Alto School District
Child Development Centers.
Excellent Pay.
Regular & Substitute Positions
Available. For information, call
650-856-0876.

GRAPHIC ARTIST Position avail- NOW HIRING PAINTERS $6.50
able 20 hours a week. Contact $10.00/hour. Marketer up to
the Student Union Director’s $15/hr. Call now! 408-939-3369.
Office 9am 5pm, 924-6310.
Acnot4 oar NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking F/T &P/T Teachers
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
and Aides. Substitute positions
Women ages 21-29, heathy.
are also available that offer flexiresponsible, all nationalities.
ble hours. ECE units preferred but
Give the gift of life!
$3,000 stipend & expenses paid. not required. Please contact
Bonus for Ctirese & Japanese &cars. Cathy at 2441968 x16.
PLEASE CALL. WWFC
BICYCLE MESSENGER
800-314-9996
Part4ime, Flexible Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR PT/FT
Great for Students!
Will Train. Must have clean DMV.
Flexible hours. Call 363-4182. Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
Immediate Openings Start Today!
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
ASSEMBLE & TEST hydraulic
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
product line. Knowledge of small
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
handtools & light machining a
include
light
Great for Students.
duties
plus. Other
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
office work, shipping & receiving.
We pay OTT after 8 hours!
Team player mentality a must.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Campbell, CA. Fax resume to:
Cal 408-286.5880 orabdy in person.
408/370-5743.
7am to 7pm 7 days a week
555 D Meridian Ave. Si.
WORK FROM HOME
Growing International Company
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS*
Looking for motivated individuals
Receptionist. Office Clerk
$800-$5,000/per mo. PT/FT
Sales. Customer Support
Request FREE Detail
Technician. Testing Optr.
Log onto: wiera.hbn.com
Warehouse Clerk
Access Code 5315
Call 408/942-8866
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 11-8 school or fax to 408/942-8280
seeks responsible individuals for Electronix Staffing Services. EOE
extended daycare. P/T in the 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
afternoon. No ECE units are Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave.
required. Previous expenence with turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
children preferred. Please contact
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
ATTENTION
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
Education and Science Majors
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Hourly ES plus bonus, Media
is looking for enthusiastic
Promotions 494-0200.
instructors for our afterschool
Science Clubs & Summer Camps.
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS
K - 6th Grade. Will Train.
available. Easy hours. Good
$1.5/ht.
money. Ask for Mike, 261-1323.
To Apply Please Call
1-800213-9796.
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT
Work in the Great Outdoors.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Forestry. Wildlife Preserves. Conup to $600/month!
cessionaires. Firefighters & more.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-40 years old. Competitive wages + benefits.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty Ask us how! 517-324-3110 ext.
Contact California Cryobank N60411.
1-650-324-1900, M -F. 8-4:30.
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS
STUDENT &/or PRO THERAPISTS Eam to $2,000/month. Free Avid
for Autistic girl. $12+/hour, more travel (Europe. Caribbean. etc.).
for experience. Paid training. Part- Get the #1 source! Ring; 19191
time afternoons & weekends. 933-1939 ext. C238.
Please call 408/946-8211.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school -age rec. program.
P/T from 2-6pm. M -F during the
school year. Some P/T morning
positions available from approx.
7am-llan.F/Tdaing summer day
camp prog. Xlnt salary, no ECE
units req. Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec
Dept. Call Janet& 354-8700 x223.
(Not available school year? Call for
summer employ: efeguards, camp
leaders, pert &cultural arts camp(
START NOW1$1800/mo P.T.
2-5 hr/wk. Call NOW. 7364605
Environmental Distributors.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR JOBS
Excellent benefits. World Travel.
Ask us how! 517-324-3090 ext.
C60411.

lidg(’

WORD PROCESSING

CAMPUS CLUBS

SPORTS/THRILLS

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes,
group projects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications kr med/law schcd. etc.
Will transcnbe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine, Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972.4992.

O.T. PROGRAM APPLICANTS:
Amex* for detested SJSU students.
4/14. 6pm, CCB 210 or 4/30.
1:30pm. CCB 222. 9243070.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft,
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

RENTAL HOUSING

2 BDRM/2 BATH, large newly
remodeled. Garage parking under
bldg. Washer/dryer in bldg
*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED* $1325/mo + dep. 388-0091. or
445-0911.
Term
Thesis,
Studies,
Graduate
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
Rearnes. Al Formats. Specializing 2 BORK APARTMENT- $950/ MO.
Secunty type building
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Secure Parking
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ys Exp.
Close In
WP 5.1/1-P laser. PAM’S
Modem Building
PROFF_SSIONAL 88cf2D PROCESSING.
Laundry Room
247-2681, 8am 8pm
Village Apartments
CALL UNDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 576 South Fifth Street
883RD PROCESSING.
(408) 295-6893.
ThesesTerm Papers .Resumes
780 SO. 11TH STREET APTS.
Grcup Projects
All formats. including SPA 4th Ed. Large 2 bdrm/2 bath. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry, cable.
Laser Printer. Experienced,
ample parking. Walk or ride bike to
Dependable. Quick Return.
school Responsive management.
Almaden/Branham area.
We take advance deposits to hold
140812644504.
an apartment. $995-$1045/mo.
Call 288-9157.

TUTORING
MUSH TUTOR
Speaking, Writing 8, Editing
Expenenced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Credentialed Teacher & MA.
Call Jessica 14081978-8034.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SERVICES

PARKING 4 RENT
78 N. 5th St.
$40/mo.
Call for details:
294-7254 x 317
QUICKRESUME SERVICE
You need an exceptional resume
to set yourself apart from other
students because exceptional
resumes get noticed by recruiters.
Differentiation is the key. We. at
QUICKRESUME tailor make your
professional resume according to
your background, educaticn, work
experience. & your field of expertise.
A good resume will put your career
on the right track. Rate = $19.95,
you get a resume as a Microsoft
WORD document on a disk & five
printed copies of your resume on
quality paper. Fax service available.
Please call (408i 395 3544.
evenings: 4prn lOpm

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.

MEI
*IMPLORING YOUR FAITH IN GOO?
Have questions"
Cunous?
Need a study break"
Make friends, have fun!
*DINNER & DISCUSSION
Every Wednesday, 5:30.7:00pm
Student Union, Pacheco Room
(Except 3/11.4/8 Montalvo Rm)
‘ Everyone Welcome!
Episcopal Canterbury Community
408-293 2401. ABLange@aol.com
http://rnerrters.aol.com/EpiCornmS1

MISSING SOMETHING?
Need a spintual boost?
Need a break? Try Out:
The Enlightement Support Croup
Ongoing Sundays 6:00PM
in‘ The Book CafØ Center
3483’95 S. Bascom
.408i 978-8034
Gnostic/416111s & interieencrninatiani
TAX PREPARATION487-3203. Others Say: "Its always new aid vita."
R.D. Rose Assoc 50 Airport Pkwy. "It supports me in my life..."
’I get in contact with the real me."
Schedule your appointment.
’I expenence wholeness."
Day Evening Weekend
Suggested Donation:
ComputenzedUcensedBonded
The once you pay for a movie.
WRITING HELP. Fast pmfessionai
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
OPPORTUNITIES
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Essays. letters. application
MAKE BIG PROFITS! Sell over statements, proposals, reports.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN!
4000 fast -selling products. For etc, For more info, please call
Only $57.00 per year.
info write TLM. 4934 Corbin Ave Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Save 30% 60‘x
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall
Dept 2A, San Jose, CA 95118.
on your dental needs
For into call 1 800 655-3225
MAKE MONEY! Distributing Alpine
INSURANCE
Products. For info write CN. 1111
Pater St. Brawley, CA 92227.
FUNDRAISING
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
RAISE $500 IN ONE WEEK.
Special Student Programs
INSTRUCTION
Fur-1(1,4,1,1g opportunities
Serving SJSU for 20 years
avaaabie ho financial obligation
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Great for clubs.
accepting students who wish to ’Good Rates for Non-Good Dnvers"
For more information call
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
1888i 51 A Plus ed. 51
levels welcome: Beginning, ’Good Student" ’Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 2965270
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
FREE QUOTE
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock,
NO HASSLE
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
NO OFffIGATION
Cali Bill at 408-298.6124
Also open Saturday’s vi 2
ARGENTINE TANGO Wednesdays
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
Classes at Germania Restaurant
Auto Insurance
261 N. 2nd St. Si Beg 7:00pm,
Int 8:00 pm. Dancing 9:00-11:00.
LOW RATES
SR 22’s on the Same Day
$10 (85 w/student101408-293.7934.

TEACHERS high quality. licensed
drop-in childcare centers for 2-12
year olds.
Flex PT/FT positions
Days, Eve, Weekends
MM 6 ECE required
Team environment
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
Benefits available
30 Years Teaching Experience
Call Corp Office 260-7929.
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS Teach Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
one on one in company car. Good
National Teachers Guild Assn.
driving & teaching skill. HS Grad,
National Suzuki Assn,
Clean DMV. No Criminal Record.
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
No exper. nec. Training provided.
Starting $20/hr.
Custom hours pt/ft. Good pay.
Call 408.2416662
999W. San Carlos St. 971-7557.
in Santa Clara fa yar
www.deluxedriving.com
FREE FIRST LESSON -INTER VEW
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
COMPUTERS ETC.
Students needed in Be immediate
aea. Full-time/part time openings.
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
Call today 1-650 968-9933.
International Bartenders School, We buy. sell & trade computers.
486. Pentium. Mac, & Notebooks.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725 Refurb’d equipment is warrantied
Education Award through Amen. 5263 Prospect Rd Si, hetw Hwy
corps at the San Jose Conserva85 & 280 near Lawrence (xpy
tion Corps. Seeking self motivated
408-873-8070
individuals to work with ’at risk"
youth for year4ong positions. High STUDENT SPECIALS?!
School diploma required & ability Conpaq (used) 486SL 25. 12 Rani,
to get class B license. $6.25 540 HD. Mouse, modem,
hourly plus benefits. Full/Part-tin*. free email. Mono. Win 95.
Call Joe 408/283-7164. EOE.
MS Office 95 Std.. 8275.
Acer (New) 200MHZ MMX.
$1500 weekly potential mailing 16MG/ 1Gig HD, KB. Mouse.
our circulars. Free information. CD-Rom, Sound Card, Win 95.
Call 410.783-8272.
MS Office 95 Std . 5611 Modem
14" Monitor w/speakers $599
VALET PARKING Local company Intrax Group, Inc.
looking for people. Flexible 1725 Little Orchard Suite C
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to San Jose, 408271 8600
$15 per hour. 867.7275.

TRAVEL
EUROPE- SUMMER ’98
$249 (each way plus taxes)
Mexico/Canbb. $200$249 R/T
HAWAII - $119 o/w
CALL 8008349192
http://www.airhitch.org

010-ENERGETIC WEIGHT LOSS
100% natural. Immediate results.
All guaranteed. Free samples.
Call 408-298.8965 for info.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 5/30/98. Hair Today
Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17. Campbell.
(408) 379-3500

FOR SALE
AMAZING CATALOG of Unique
Products. Ship to your door.
For Free catalog. write to TLM
4934 Corbin Ave. Dept 1A,
San Jose, CA 95118

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Daily

CROSSWORD

Hiring Now Bilingual
English Spanish)
PHN: 408-247 3734
FAX: 408.2475417
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Low Down Monthly Payments
No Onset Refused
Cancelled or Rejected
Dui Suspended Licence
Accidents Tickets
.Immediate SR Filing,
*Good Dryer
Nori,Clyvner Taxi’ .
8arti -8pm, Monday Saturday
Free Prionp
Call
241-5400
I408)
COVERAGE
INSURANCE
ALL
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Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day

Two
Days

$5
$1
3 lines
4 lines
$6
$8
5 lines
$7
$9
$10
6 lines
$8
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by Si per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 hnes: $110

Special student rates

Five address
Days
$13 Cry it sine
$14
Mono
$15
$16

Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcee, CA 95192-0149

IN Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209
MI Deadline: 10:008.m. two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

Please check ./
one classification:
Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Autos Far Saip.
Computers Etc ’
Wanted*
Employment
Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing*
Real Estate
Services’
Health’Beauh*
SportsThnlis
Insurance
Entertainment.
Travei
Tutoring’
Word Processrg
Scholarships

available for these classifications. WOO for 83 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Continued from page 1
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OF THEIR HERITAGE.
YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE
TO BE AN EGG DONOR
IF YCLJ ARE 2 1-28YRS.
HEALTHY, RESPONSIBLE’
CALL STEPHANIE@FFC
Also Asian Donors Needed
1-800-939-6886
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pushed back and screamed
\\ :itching
1)P/1111.1;11s,
iii action
"lit- is so tine.- slit sighed
114.r
%vie.
les,
impressed
lliere are probably people 111
StillIfIS win, aro going to sue
the in ’vie conipani for using
them iii the ’novo. and not pay

,.:41,1 jokingly.
iny
II lit ’t do. the \ are not
A disclitmier at
to
Iii,- :\ rem, entrance infornied
Ian, about tile niovie shoot 1,1111
it, conditions for participants
Not eVerI.11111. thought the
filming %vas it great id, ,t. InAvever.

-In heo,yeen tile period, they
took It, nmeh time.- Sharks fan
Judy IIIidviird said -The ice
ivas still wet wlit.ii the players
canie bark out
When the Zandman cleans the
ice before each period, it uses
%%iiter The \vater freezes and
treates a smooth surface for the
skaters
is scheduled to ()pet)
in Nliirch 1!199

Continued from page 1
mod thritw tip, hitt I hat v..is

nut t ht. strange part 1 Into 1 vrrI
uniform on som,.1 hilitt
Ilii
Spartan in 1111’1101k 10.11- 1 1.1.11
\vaulted
1Y W:11111’11111 will 1
to win alter Canning’s friend
h;IVP;
’well/141/1
told
11S 11 111.1,101 111111 111/ tratortiity
Avid,
took it ;o: a sign
they vert. just nervous after
seeing my confidence in the
uniform and were Hist trying to
psycho me ilhit
All r if a sudden. I didn’t want
to boat up tin- cheerleaders
anymore I wanted them to like
titt, and I wanted to dazzlitlitnt with mt. Penny snint. Hy
I lit’ v, ay. btdort tiaturthi. my
111’11111111111 Id -1/11.111y1.11111W111 1,,. the still -ix
41,41 used only when
rel,rrini, to a horn -kook
\\lien my turn it, perform iii
;Ill 1
111e S1111’1;111 11111P-1’01
11;1;11, do was excite the crowd
tilt Ii Spartan pride lor the \yin
But I uliuked
Canning got a lot nitirc
applause than I. and rtt-t.t
kicked 11.411 1,111’ 1.1111-. W1111 111.1)1’
C11;1Ill .111.1 prepared
pose, that gave him the win
There was an entrance song
that we had to march into th,
room to. then the fight song I
did my \v114,14. routine, which
played out well in my head
%Olen I was planning it. but
wviit
i-1,411
really stunk
through villi It R.% the tinii th,,

Spartan Daily reporter Margaret Bethel watts nervously for her turn
to try out as the new Spartan mascot. Three applicants including
Bethel tried out for the mascot position.

You have to be
careful as a mascot that no fraternity steals you.
friend of Colleen
Canning

I

Tryout: Spirit team preps for season
Continued from page 1
giunt.s and do ;IS 111111V1111-11
lls 1111.11’11111
AppliC11111- 1P/r the spirit leAlll
were formed int,, groups of about
And had to perform
eight
two routines. which included
synchronized lumps. turns and
hand nit it It 111"
as li.arning and
demonstrating the routmes.
tlitttit III applicants tried Ina 14
"fliers. A flier is lifb-d into the air and
must lialance bull the palms ot
their kis,, or the person who is
lilting them. I /nci balance is
a (. 1
(1.
c111,11-, It
which can mean they simply
raise their 111.11IS 1111e the All’. 1/1’
!mire complicated opt It tN like
kicking one leg up, maintammg
bill:111C1. Willi "IP’ hand and im

one liuitt
-The ph \
Id a is lb lilt
more complicated." Lofton -III,
onnparing Saturday., tryouts to
her team experience from 198991. ’71-14.r( were people that
stood out, but it’s still up to
scuros and interviews
According to Boyd -Winslow.
spirit team co tch. even if applicants gt-t piist the tryout prb Icess.
she still has to interview each
one to make sure their personalits’ is right for the team.
Slit’ said that she evaluated
their high spirits and willing111,S lit hill)
r throughout the tryouts. as \ken its the
m.., clinics held List week \vhere
t111’\ 1"11.11111
r’,10111,,heeillIse it ti 111.1ke the
cut. doesn’t 111...111 y011 111.1kl. th1’
team.- 13".vd-Winsl’Av said.

ING
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SC

I ourt ney
Goodwin,
who
coaches iunior high school cheer leaders, tried to make SlSrs
spirit team,
"I did thi hest I possibly could.
Whether its good enough. I don’t
know.- she said.
Janice Stephens. who was
trying out for what would have
been her third year on the team,
didn’t get the chance to try her
best. as she fell during one of
the routines and was taken to
San Jo -t Hospital where she
was treated and released for a
knee strain.
-Wt.’vu, never had an injury
before, but were always pre pared.- Boyd -Winslow said. The
ice packs and Motrin she keeps
Ill hand weri given to Stephens
before the decision to take her to
the hospital

4,

k
ATH

fight song started I WaS tilroady
itt the door thinking I tin- done,
but I had to turn around and
cow
t1/ look aft,ollitelv
ridiculous, flailinv my arms
through the remainder of the
second s,rig.
Tom tried to cheer me up
when it was all river. Ile said
the way I tried to leave, then
forced myself to re -group, wits
in true Spartan spirit.
By the r.nd of my performance mv spirit had reverted
back to a prudines- like no
other. and 1 was itist relieved to
go to work
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING ’MECHANICAL ENGINEERINGBUSINESS ANALYSI
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GENEROUS COMPENSATION

Inventory Car
Attendant

TAKE TECHNO
When something is too etitteme for words Is to the Nth degree And that s the
level of technology you II experrence at Raytheon

Part-time Pi)%ition
(So.Sun Jose)

Raytheon has formed a new technologual superpower Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four mom, technologocal giants Raytheon Electronic
Systems Raytheon E-Systems Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit And
we re looking for engineers who want to push the envelope Break new ground
Make their mark

Enterprise Rent-A-Car
seeks individuals to
monitor and organize the
car lot, and check in
resale units. Will also
shuttle cars to dealers and
repair shops.

At Raytheon you II take technology and your career to the highest possible
level You It take it to the Nth
We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
matting opportunitres we have available Plan on visitrng our booth at your
college career fort If you ate tillable to attend the fair then check out our web.
sae at www rayrobs corn and please send your resume to Raytheon Staffing
PO Box 65‘t 474 MS 701 Dallas TX 15265

Must he 21 yrs. of age
and have a good driving
record. A competitive
hourly rate is offered.
Call the 11R Admin.

(408) 467-1100
FOE

Enterprise

Inlet net www combs corn Email resurnerwraylobs corn
U S citizenship may be fellell’ed We ore on equal opportunity employer

Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS

